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Strongylocentrotus purpuratus
Lytechinus variegatusEight Strongylocentrotus purpuratus cis-regulatory modules, in each of which up to three different
transcription factor target sites had been previously authenticated in gene transfer and mutagenesis
studies, were compared to the orthologous modules in the genome of Lytechinus variegatus. These species
diverged about 50 million years ago. The orthologous modules were identiﬁed in sequenced Lytechinus BACs,
as conserved sequence patches in similar regions of the respective genes. The similar functionality of several
of these control modules in the two species was conﬁrmed by cross-species gene transfer experiments. In
each case the repertoire of transcription factor target sites was the same in the orthologous modules, but the
positions of the individual sites with respect to one another was evolutionarily ﬂexible, even though the
intervening sequence was often strongly conserved. The most invariably conserved features, as seen also in
other systems, were pairs of target sites that are immediately adjacent to one another. Their conservation is
probably due to the necessity for interaction of proximally bound transcription factors, while a facilitated
form of sequence conversion might be the mechanism of site position change.
© 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.Introduction
Recent studies show that cis-regulatory modules (CRM) that do
the same developmental jobs may have strikingly different architec-
tures (Balhoff andWray, 2005; Walters et al., 2008; Dermitzakis et al.,
2002, 2003; Ludwig et al., 2000). The only real constant among these
modules seems to be the identity of the inputs, not their number,
arrangement or spacing. An early indication was a comparison of the
even-skipped stripe 2 CRM of Drosophila melanogaster with that of
three other drosophilids (Drosophila yakuba, Drosophila erecta and
Drosophila pseudoobscura): only a minor fraction of the known
transcription factor binding sites were found to be conserved
among all four species, and all the others had either been lost or
had changed in relative position since divergence (Ludwig et al.,
2005).
Several recent comparative studies on Drosophila melanogaster and
other dipterans provide striking, detailed, evidence for ﬂexibility in the
cis-regulatory design of modules that produce near identical regula-
tory outputs. When the eve stripe 2 module is compared among all 12
sequenced drosophilid species, it is clear that there is a great variety of
site organizations, particularly in the more distantly related wilstoni
and virilis groups; only 29% of melanogaster eve stripe 2 sites are
conserved in these species (Hare et al., 2008). To explore the extent to
which CRM organization can vary and yet developmental functionn).
ll rights reserved.remain the same, Hare et al. (2008) carried out a landmark study of
four distinct CRMs of the eve gene in a set of more distant dipterans of
the family Sepsidae (∼∼100 my removed from the Drosophilidae).
When sepsid expression constructs were introduced into Drosophila,
the sepsid CRMs produced eve stripes 2, 3+7, 4+6, and segmental
heart transcription patterns that are spatially identical to those
generated by the orthologous Drosophila CRMs. Yet only a low
percentage of the target sites are speciﬁcally conserved. For example,
sepsid ﬂies of the genus Themira retain only 22% of the speciﬁc D.
melanogaster eve stripe 2 binding sites. Similar statistics apply to the
other enhancers of the eve gene (Hare et al., 2008). The interesting
exceptions were closely paired sites, which tended to be much more
conserved across large distances. These conclusions are not peculiar to
the eve gene, as illustrated by a study of the sog gene CRM (Liberman
and Stathopoulos, 2008). The lateral expression pattern of this gene is
conserved across six drosophilid species, but the sog CRMs show a
variety of target site arrangements. Yet these same CRMs reproduce
the endogenous sog expression pattern when transferred into D.
melanogaster, so it is clear that the transcriptional machinery can read
all the various CRM organizations equally. Even in the case of Droso-
phila virilis, where the endogenous pattern is somewhat different from
that of melanogaster, when introduced into the latter, the D. virilis
construct yields the D. melanogaster pattern. The importance of site
pairs containing sequences to which Dorsal plus another ubiquitous
activator (Zelda or Stat) would bind was also demonstrated synthet-
ically in this work. sog-like lateral stripes were shown to be generated
by stripped down synthetic constructs containing only a few copies
Table 1
The functional analysis of the studied CRMs.
Cis_regulatory Module Reference
Bra_intron_min Cameron and Davidson unpublished
gcm_E Ransick and Davidson, 2006
blimp_early Smith et al., 2007
blimp1_late Livi and Davidson, 2007
delta_prox Smith et al., 2008
nodal_5p Nam et al. 2007
otx-reg15 Yuh et al., 2004
wnt8_fragC Minokawa et al., 2005
Table 2
The transcription factor binding sites.
Factor name Sequence Reference
TCF TTCAAAG van de Wetering and Clevers, 1992
Blimp WWCAAAG;
WWCAAAGKAAWWK
Keller and Maniatis, 1991
Otx RGATTA Mao et al., 1994
Su(H) YRTGRGAD Ransick and Davidson, 2006
GATA WGATAR, GCTCCAG as
ENR at spec2a locus (Klein)
Im et al., 2005; Yuh et al., 1998
Smad AGAC; GGCTGACG Shi et al., 1998; Zawel et al. , 1998
GCM ATRCGGGT Schreiber et al., 1997
Brn1/2/4: _ 5_ - GCAT(N0–3)TAA(A/T) - 3 Gruber et al.,1997
Runx YGYGGT Huang et al., 1998;
Thirunavukkarasu et al., 2006
HesC CACGCG Anthony-Cahill et al., 1986
bZip TTAAWTAA Catharius et al., 2005
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extensive evidence for the functional importance of another site pair,
the closely apposed Dorsal and Twist sites which occur in multiple
CRMs that generate lateral stripes in the ventral neurogenic region
of the Drosophila embryo (“Type 2a CRMs”; Hong et al., 2008). This
feature stands out in structural comparisons of multiple Type 2
CRMs both within D. melanogaster and among drosophilid species
(Papatsenko and Levine, 2007).
Much evidence from comparisons of CRMs of diverse sets of co-
expressed genes in other clades of animal demonstrates the tremen-
dous variety in CRM designs which are able to generate given spatial
patterns of expression. The only irreducible characteristic of the CRMs
of each set is that sites for the necessary several transcriptional drivers
be present. But aside from the occasional requirement for speciﬁc site
pairs, their arrangement is always ﬂexible. Examples include amniote
muscle gene CRMs, lens crystalline CRMs, cardiac CRMs (reviewed by
Davidson, 2006); CRMs of ascidian muscle genes (Brown et al., 2007);
CRMs of Caenorhabditis elegans muscle genes (Kuntz et al., 2008);
CRMs of ﬁsh notochord genes (Rastegar et al., 2008). Comparison of
different similarly expressed genes of given gene batteries tells us that
there is a great variety of structural CRM organizations producing the
same or very similar outputs, providing only that they retain a given
qualitative set of inputs. However, such studies do not directly inform
as to the evolutionary history of given orthologous CRMs, as do the
dipteran cases just cited.
Outside of the dipterans comparisons of orthologous CRMs have
tended to focus on non-coding sequences a priori chosen for study
because of their remarkable conservation, often extending from ﬁsh to
mammals (Siepel et al., 2005; Vavouri et al., 2007; Elgar and Vavouri,
2008; Rastegar et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2009; Pennachio et al., 2006;
Sumiyama et al., 2001). For instance, the sequence of the hindbrain
modules of anterior hox genes, including all their target sites, is highly
conserved and occurs in near perfect register, and when tested in
zebra-ﬁsh, chick or mice give similar exact patterns of expression
(Tumpel et al., 2002, 2007). There are many fewer deuterostome
examples of orthologous CRM comparisons which display the
extreme ﬂexibility in sequence and organization demonstrated for
example in the Hare et al. (2008) study of the eve modules cited
above. One interesting case is the remarkably different designs of otx
CRMs in the distantly related ascidians Halocynthia and Ciona, despite
the identical patterns of otx expression that theymediate (Oda-Ishii et
al., 2005). Another, also concerning otx CRMs, shows that orthologous
sea urchin (Strongylocentrotus purpuratus) and sea star (Asterina
miniata) CRMs utilize the same inputs but in entirely different relative
positions in the CRM, with the exception of an important site pair,
though each also requires one unique different input (Hinman et al.,
2007). There is no recognizable aligned sequence conservation at
all between these modules. Here we consider a set of eight different
S. purpuratus (Sp) CRMs studied earlier, in which functional input
target sites had been authenticated in experimental gene transfer
studies. By computational comparison of site position and number to
the orthologous CRMs of a second euchinoid species, Lytechinus
variegates (Lv), we show that many of the same conclusions can be
drawn for these sea urchin CRMs as obtain for the eve CRMs studied
by Hare et al. (2008). Furthermore, we authenticate the functional
similarity of the conserved CRMs by cross-species transgene experi-
ments carried out for four of the seven genes studied.
Materials and methods
Sequences
The sequences from the reference species, S. purpuratus, came
from a number of sources historically, but the draft genome sequence
called Spur v2.1 is the ﬁnal edition. The Spur v2.1 assembly is available
from a number of sources including the producer (Human GenomeSequencing Center, Baylor College of Medicine: http://www.hgsc.
bcm.tmc.edu/projects/seaurchin/) and the Sea Urchin Genome
Project Database, SpBase (http://SpBase.org). The individual scaffolds
used to recover the CRM sequences are listed in Supplemental Table 1.
The L. variegates sequences used in this study were derived from
individual BAC clones in a genomic library that is part of the Sea
Urchin Genome Resource (Cameron et al., 2000). The BAC clones were
previously sequenced to an ordered-and-oriented draft state and the
sequences submitted to Genbank (Supplemental Table 2).
Cis-regulatory modules
The sources of the individual characterized CRMs are listed in
Table 1. The sequences and functional values of the individual
transcription factor target sites recognized and mutated in the
analysis of these cis-regulatory modules are given in the listed
references of Table 1 and in Table 2. These cis-regulatory modules all
lie at nodes of the endomesoderm or ectoderm sea urchin gene
networks (see http://sugp.caltech.edu/endomes/#EndomesNet-
work; and http://sugp.caltech.edu/endomes/#EctodermNetwork,
for continuously updated current versions).
BAC injections
S. purpuratus gametes were obtained from southern California
animals maintained in our year-round culture system at Kerckhoff
Marine Laboratory. Gravid L. variegates individuals were purchased
from Gulf Specimens (Panacea, FL) and the Duke Marine Laboratory.
Sp adults and embryos were maintained at 16 °C and Lv at 23–25 °C.
Injections of BAC DNA followed established procedures (Cheers and
Ettensohm, 2004; Revilla-i-Domingo et al., 2004). Recombineered
BACs were constructed as part of the Recombineered BAC Program in
theDavidson Laboratory at California Institute of Technology.Methods
are posted at http://www.spbase.org/SpBase/recomb_bac/index.
php. BAC DNA was puriﬁed from 500 ml bacterial cultures following
the kit manufacturer's instructions (Nucleobond, Machery-Nagel,
Bethlehem, PA). Approximately 300–500 copies of the recombineered
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observed and photographed on a Zeiss Axioskop. Black and white
brightﬁeld and ﬂuorescent images of embryos were combined in
Photoshop (Adobe Systems).
Results
The S. purpuratus (Sp) to L. variegatus (Lv) comparison
These two species last shared a common ancestor ∼50 million
years ago (Smith et al., 2006). Thus in real time their divergence is
greater than that of the most distant drosophilidae, but it represents
many fewer generations, as the egg to egg life cycle for the sea urchinsFig. 1. The sequence alignments of Sp and Lv CRMs for early expression of Blimp1. (A) This t
The ClustaX alignment of the sequences with the binding sites delineated by boxes. The ove
scattered.is over a year. Nonetheless, the genomes of Sp and Lv are highly
diverged, as their sequences are completely unalignable except for
gene exons and a limited number of more and less tightly conserved
non-coding sequence patches upstream, downstream, or in introns.
Among these conserved patches are in most cases to be found the
active cis-regulatory modules of each gene. A systematic study of non-
coding sequence patches conserved between Sp and Lv in the Sp otx
gene was carried out by Yuh et al. (2002). When associated with
expression constructs and injected into Sp eggs, of 17 such sequence
patches recovered from over a 60 kb genomic domain, 11 displayed
spatial cis-regulatory activity within the ﬁrst 48 h of development.
Considering the long life span of these animals, the multiple
reutilization of regulatory genes during postembryonic developmentrack diagram shows the position of binding sites for known inputs, Blimp1 and TCF. (B)
rlapping TCF/Blimp1 sites are in a small region of 100% identity while other inputs are
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results, it is not unlikely that in life all of these conserved sequence
patches have regulatory signiﬁcance. In general, we have found that
functional cis-regulatory modules of Sp genes can almost always be
recovered by use of an ungapped sliding window algorithm built in
our lab (FamilyRelationsII; Brown et al., 2002) by which sequence
patches conserved with Lv in the orthogonal genes can be identiﬁed
(see references in Table 1; Davidson, 2006). Usually these patches
stand out at criteria of 80% identity over a 20- to 50-bp window, or
90% over a 10 bp window, and they reveal abrupt loss of alignment
at the edges of the patch. Usually also they are located in the
equivalent region of the gene in the two species. An important
additional feature of this species comparison is that their embryos
appear extremely similar, and an extensive literature on gene
expression in both exists. Thus, the minor differences so far observed
appear to be heterochronies, and the CRMs of orthologous genes can
almost invariably be presumed to work in essentially the same
manner. Consistent with this, BAC knock-in and other expression
constructs made from Sp genomic sequences regularly function
accurately in Lv as well.
The procedure we followed was to ﬁnd the Lv cis-regulatory
module corresponding to the characterized Sp module for each gene
by identifying the conserved sequence patch which contained it. For
this step we used the FamilyRelationsII algorithm. The window wasFig. 2. The sequence alignments of Sp and Lv CRMs for late expression of Blimp1. (A) The tra
Otx. (B) The ClustaX alignment of the sequences with the binding sites delineated by boxes.
large 21 bp deletion in Sp is downstream of the required inputs.usually set to 20 bp in width and a threshold of 90% identity was
initially chosen. In further analyses window widths used varied from
10 to 50 bp, and identity level from 80% to 100% depending on the
pattern of conservation in the patch (see Yuh et al., 2002 for
examples). In order to compare binding site positions in the
conserved cis-regulatory module sequence shared between the two
species, a simple motif search was performed and a Clustalw
alignment then obtained for each pair of sequences. This alignment
is for display purposes only since Clustalw introduces gaps to perfect
the alignment, and the exact relative positions of the sites are thereby
distorted. But since as previously shown (Cameron et al., 2005) the
indels within the modules are small, these distortions are minor. In
the following we illustrate and discuss the individual module
comparisons.
Evolution of the early blimp1 module
The 649 bp module that controls early expression of blimp1 in Sp
(Smith et al., 2007) lies about 6 kb upstream of the transcription start
site. It matches a 660 bp patch in Lv, as shown in Fig. 1. This module
operates through binding sites for Otx, Tcf and blimp1 itself, all of
which have been experimentally authenticated (Smith et al., 2007).
The Blimp1 sites function as autorepression sites. When these
sequences are aligned by Clustalw, 513 identities are revealed. Twock diagram shows the position of binding sites for known inputs, Brn1/2/4, Blimp1 and
Two compensating deletions keep the spacing between the Brn1/2/4 and Otx sites. The
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close to each other in both Sp and Lv which are crucial to the activity
of the module. One single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) exists but
it does not destroy the Tcf binding site. At a distance of 65 and 510 bp
downstream are two Otx sites in Sp but there are no Otx sites in the Lv
conserved patch. There is however an Otx site within a conserved
patch upstream of this region. In addition the Lv region contains three
Tcf sites not found in the Sp one. Thus the Tcf/Blimp1 site pairs are
tightly conserved but the Lv gene has additional Tcf sites, and the
crucial (in Sp) Otx sites are in different places in the two species.
Evolution of the Late blimp1 module
The late expression of blimp1 is controlled by a 883 bpmodule that
lies just 5′ of the ﬁrst exon (Livi and Davidson, 2007). It receives
positive inputs from Brn1/2/4, Otx and Blimp1 (Livi and Davidson,
2007). The Clustalw alignment shown in Fig. 2 reports 654 identitiesFig. 3. The sequence alignments of Sp and Lv CRMs for Brachyury early minimal enhancer. (A
(B) The ClustalX alignment of the sequences with the various binding sites delineated by box
Tcf3 equidistant.between the two patches and shows that the two modules contain
identically placed binding sites for these three proteins. Compensating
small deletions in the two genomes occur between the Brn1/2/4 and
Otx sites to preserve the distances between them. A large 21 bp indel is
downstream of the required inputs. On the other side of this feature,
but only in the Lv module, is an additional Blimp1 site. With the
exception of this particularity, this module is highly conserved with
respect to order and spacing of transcription factor binding sites, and
there are several large stretches of almost perfect sequence identity
separating the known target sites. The additional Lv Blimp1 site lies at
the edge, or just within one of these highly conserved sequences.
Evolution of the brachyury minimal enhancer
The 658 bp cis-regulatory module that regulates the expression of
brachyury in the vegetal plate of the Sp embryo lies in the intron
between the 6th and 7th exons of this gene (Cameron and Davidson,) The track diagram shows the position of binding sites for known inputs, Tcf and Gatae.
es. The alignment has introduced small indels to keep paired sites like Tcf1, Gatae1 and
Fig. 4. The sequence alignments of Sp and Lv CRMs for early expression of Delta. (A) The track diagram shows the position of binding sites for known inputs HesC and Runx. (B) The
ClustalX alignment of the sequences with the various binding sites delineated by boxes. The Runx site is not found in the Lv conserved region. The TATA-box and other non-speciﬁc
activators are also shown.
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sequence alignment of Fig. 3 is 674 bp in length. There are 5 TCF sites
and 4 Gatae sites which are necessary for the function of this module
in Sp. A binding site for Otx lies within the intron but outside of this
minimal CRM. The otx site ampliﬁes the expression with no effect on
timing and site of expression. The Lvmodule has one less TCF site (it isFig. 5. The sequence alignments of Sp and Lv CRMs for the gcm E module. (A) The track diagr
the sequences with the various binding sites delineated by boxes. Small indels scatter the smissing Sp Tcf site 5) but the four remaining sites (Sp Tcf sites 1,2, 3,4)
are in almost identical positions within a few base pairs. Four Gatae
sites are shared between the two modules (Sp Gatae sites 1, 3, 4 and
5), but each species has in addition two separated Gatae sites in
mutually unique positions within sequence that is generally con-
served, except in the exact locations of these sites (e.g., Sp Gatae sitesam shows the position of binding sites for known inputs. (B) The ClustalX alignment of
u(H) sites except for one that lies in a highly conserved region of about 30 bp.
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beginning and end the homologous region is abruptly terminated by a
long indel.
Evolution of the delta proximal module
The Sp module is a few hundred bp downstream from the start of
transcription, and it includes authenticated sites for both the HesC
repressor and a Runx driver (Smith and Davidson, 2008). The
comparison to the Lv module is shown in Fig. 4. The Runx site that
overlaps the HesC site in Sp is required for expression in Sp, but this
site appears to be obliterated by a single SNP in Lv which occurs in a
position thought to be essential. However, it cannot be excluded that
the site is still used particularly if the Runx factor was interacting with
some other (unknown) factor. But in any case another Runx site isFig. 6. The sequence alignments of Sp and Lv 5-prime CRMs for nodal. (A) The track diagram
alignment of the sequences with the various binding sites delineated by boxes. The region b
were introduced to align this region and the sites.present in a conserved non-coding Lv sequence patch outside of this
module, several kb away (data not shown). From the Clustalw
alignment, discounting the non-aligned ends, the sequences are 78%
identical.
Evolution of the gcm Notch-dependent module
The gcm E cis-regulatory module (Ransick and Davidson, 2006)
lies about 10 kb upstream of the ﬁrst exon and the (partially)
conserved sequence spans 386 bp in Sp. This module confers
responsiveness to Notch signaling on the gcm gene. It contains three
Su(H) sites that were experimentally shown to be functional. The
461 bp Lv module also has three putative Su(H) sites but as can be
seen in the alignment shown in Fig. 5, two of these sites lie in very
different positions from those in the Sp sequence. The non-matchedshows the position of binding sites for known inputs bZip and SMAD. (B) The ClustalX
etween the upstream SMAD and the bZip sites is very conserved. Only a few small gaps
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has only a 58% overall sequence identity and a large 24 bp indel exists
at its 5′ end.
Evolution of the nodal 5P module
The conserved 5′ cis-regulatory module of the nodal gene in Sp
was studied by Nam et al. (2007). It is 1076 bp long and it starts about
a kb upstream of the ﬁrst exon of the nodal gene. It initiates
expression through binding sites for redox-sensitive transcription
factors of the bZip class. Expression is then greatly stepped up and
maintained at the higher level by “community effect” feedback
signaling (Bolouri and Davidson, in press) in which the nodal geneFig. 7. The sequence alignments of Sp and Lv CRMs for one isoform of the otx gene, Otxb1-2.
and Blimp1. (B) The ClustaX alignment of the sequences with the various binding sites delin
the Gata4-5 and the downstream Blimp1 sites is slightly unequal.responds to its own signal transduction system via the SMAD sites in
the module (Nam et al., 2007; Range et al., 2007). As shown in Fig. 6
the orthologous 5P CRMs of Sp and Lv share one similarly placed
binding site for bZip factors, and two for SMAD. The distance between
the 5′ SMAD sites and the bZip sites differs by 9 bp. The distance from
the bZip site to the 3′ SMAD site is identical in the two species.
However, an additional bZip site is present in the Sp module. The
sequence identity is 72% overall.
Evolution of the otxβ1/2 module
The Sp CRM for the otxβ1/2 transcription unit was analyzed by
Yuh et al. (2004). The deﬁned module lies just upstream of the ﬁrst(A) The track diagram shows the position of binding sites for known inputs, Gatae, Otx
eated by boxes. The introduced gaps are not quite compensatory so the region between
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across to Lv, as shown in Fig. 7. It contains two Blimp1 sites and two
Otx sites that lie in similar positions to those in Lv. There is an
additional Blimp1 site in the Sp module not found in Lv. Three Gatae
sites are found in identical positions in the two species sequence, but
Sp has three additional unique Gatae sites and Lv two additional
unique Gatae sites. Functional studies (Yuh et al., 2004) show that
Blimp1, Otx, and Gatae inputs are all essential for expression of this
module. In Sp the functionally most important single feature of the
module is the pair of Gatae sites spaced 6 bp apart, where the
intervening sequence constitutes an Otx autoregulatory site
(AGATTA). This spacing is exactly shared in both species, except
that a single base change in Lv obliterates this canonical sequence
for Otx binding. Note however that the two modules share a second
nearby Otx site. Using the paired Gatae sites as a reference the 5′
and 3′ Blimp1 sites differ in position in the two species by 10 bp or
less The entire conserved sequence patch is, 1486 bp in length, andFig. 8. The sequence alignments of Sp and Lv CRMs for the Wnt8 A-module. (A) The track
ClustaX alignment of the sequences with the various binding sites delineated by boxes. The
sites are scattered. An interesting overlapping Tcf/Blimp1 id found in the Lv module but noit includes no large gaps or indels. The sequence identity is 76%
overall.
Evolution of the wnt8 A-module
This gene is controlled through Tcf and Blimp1 sites. Sp wnt8
Module A contains three TCF sites and two Blimp1 sites in the 700 bp
CRM, which was studied by Minokawa et al. (2005). This module is
poorly conserved to Lv overall, as shown by the alignment in Fig. 8,
displaying just 37% sequence identity due to many small indels and
many single nucleotide polymorphisms. Only one pair of Tcf sites is in
a similar position in the maximum ClustalW solution shown. Yet the
target site content of the two sequences is similar: Each has two
Blimp1 sites (in different positions) and the Sp module has a total of
three Tcf sites, while the Lv module has two. There is an overlapping
Blimp1/TCF site in Lv, a conserved arrangement also found in the
early Blimp1 module, as we have seen.diagram shows the position of binding sites for known inputs, Tcf and Blimp1. (B) The
number of identities is on average lower than then other modules examined. The input
t the Sp one.
Table 4
Results of cross-species BAC injections.
Gene BAC ID Species of
origin
Species
injected
Number
injected
Percent
expressing
Percent
spatially
correct
Blimp1 163O19 Sp Lv 142 22% 100%
Bra 104N16 Lv Sp 168 56% 93%
Otx 6F3 Sp Lv 83 75% 89%
Wnt8 64C4 Lv Sp 31 84% 100%
The species of origin indicates the species from which the BAC library was constructed.
The number of embryos injected with BAC DNA in one or more episodes of injection are
shown. The percent of injected embryos that express GFP and the percent of that
proportion which expressed in a spatially correct manner are also shown for each gene.
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We have here considered 8 cis-regulatory modules from 7 genes,
which on the Sp side total about 6.5 Kb of regulatory sequence. The
sequence identities derived from Clustalw alignments in the
individual modules varies from 38% to 93% with a median value at
75.5%. The combined total is 72%. Binding sites for 10 different
transcription factors were included in the analysis. In the Sp gene
regulatory networks, these appear as 19 qualitatively distinct,
authenticated inputs interacting at 46 authenticated target sites.
The sites are individually logged in Table 3, where they are classiﬁed
as: same in relative position in the two species; different in position
in the two species; or missing/inserted in one of the two species. A
graphical summary is shown in Supplementary Fig. 1. The majority
of the sites remained relatively unchanged within their respective
CRM, and the repertoire of inputs remained unchanged in every
case. However, eight (17%) of the binding sites are in different
relative positions in the orthologous CRMs, and 16 (30%) more
either appeared de novo or were lost since divergence of the two
species from their common ancestor about 50 million years ago.
Given this overall picture of extensive plasticity in CRM organization
even at this relatively close evolutionary distance, it is striking that
there are 7 closely apposed or overlapping site pairs that are
perfectly conserved with respect to position and distance, viz. an
Otx/Blimp site pair; three Tcf/Blimp site pairs; a Hesc/Runx site
pair; and two Otx/Gatae site pairs (Table 3).
BAC injections
In order to examine the assumption that the nearly identical
expression patterns for the genes under study is controlled by the
same input transcription factors in the conserved CRM sequence
tracts, cross-species injections of recombineered BAC reporter con-
structs containing a GFP reporter for four genes were performed
(blimp1, brachyury, otx and wnt8). Because the CRMs for delta, gcm
and nodal are simple and very similar, cross-species injections were
not performed for these. Recombineered BACs from Sp for blimp1 and
otx were injected into Lv zygotes and conversely BACs from Lv for
brachyury and wnt8 were injected into Sp zygotes (Table 4; Fig. 9). In
all four cases the injected embryos expressed the GFP reporter in a
subset of the territory in which the exogenous gene is expressed. The
proportion of injected embryos expressing the transgene varied fromTable 3
Summary of genes and sites.
CRM Sites Sp
number
Lv
number
Number
same
Number
moved
Number
now in
one pair
Pairs
Blimp-late Brn1/2/4 1 1 1 – – –
Otx 1 1 1 – – 1
Blimp 1 2 1 – 1 1
Blimp-early Tcf 2 5 2 – 3 2
Blimp 2 2 2 – – 2
Otx 2 1? 1? – 1 or 2 –
Bra min Tcf 5 4 4 – 1 –
Gatae 5 5 4 1 – –
Otx 1 5 1 – 4 –
Delta prox hesC 1 1 1 – 1 –
Runx 1 0 0 – – –
GcmE Su(H) 3 3 1 2 – –
Nodal 5P Zip 2 1 1 – 1 –
Smad 2 2 2 – – –
Otx 15 Gatae 7 6 3 3 1 2
Blimp 2 2 2 – – -
Otx 3 2/3? 2/3? – 1? 2
Wnt8A Tcf 3 2 1 – 1 1
Blimp 2 2 0 2 – 1
The question mark indicates binding site sequences that match with one mismatch.29% to 75% as would be expected for mosaic incorporation. At 9 h
post-fertilization (pf) the Lv embryo is a hatched blastula. In the
illustrated example Sp blimp1:GFP BAC (Fig. 9A) is expressed in
vegetal plate cells away from the midline. These are most likely veg2
derived cells and are included in the expected Blimp1 expression
territory. In the Sp-otx example (Fig. 9C) the skeletogenic mesen-
chyme cells are just beginning to ingress and the GFP expression lies
within the broad vegetal plate region of normal expression. When an
Lv BAC for brachyury is injected into an Sp zygote the expression is
seen in the region around the blastopore and in the oral ectoderm in
the gastrula stage (Fig. 9B), which are again the normal territories of
expression. Normally Sp-wnt8 is expressed in the micromere lineage
and the vegetal plate during the period spanning the end of cleavage
to the mesenchyme blastula. The Lv BAC for wnt8 is expressed in the
Sp mesenchyme blastula in both of these territories (Fig. 9D). In sum,
despite the differences in cis-regulatory module target site content
and arrangement revealed in this work, the orthologous control
systems function identically in the two species. Each system is capable
of reading the regulatory landscape presented in the other species,
and these regulatory landscapes are the same with respect to the
spatial organization of the embryo, and the inputs into these genes.
Discussion
Generalities of CRM divergence
One primary point to be made about both the dipteran and the
echinoderm results considered here is that both refer exclusively to
evolution of regulatory gene CRMs. With this in mind, the ﬁrst
conclusion that can be drawn from the observations in this paper is
that the echinoderm results are qualitatively very much in line with
those of the far more extensive dipteran studies brieﬂy reviewed in
Introduction. On both sides of this immense phylogenetic gulf, we see
that when orthologous cis-regulatory modules are compared at
modest evolutionary distances, certain of their structural features
are found to be remarkably plastic, while another set of features
remains remarkably constant. Two features can be counted on to be
conserved. The ﬁrst andmost important is the repertoire or identity of
inputs identiﬁed in the reference species as functional. The second is
tightly apposed target sites, where they occur. The reasons for both
are transparent. The repertoire of input sites represents the genomic
code by which the CRM is linked into the immediately upstream gene
network, and in fairly closely related species, upstream gene
regulatory networks normally display identical topologies; hence
the linkages that constitute the topology persist. Closely apposed sites
almost certainly indicate factor-factor interaction, often with free
energy exchange (cooperativity). Since this depends on the primary
sequences of the protein factors, it indicates unique or at least highly
speciﬁc interactions. Experiment has shown in virtually every one of
the site pairs encountered in this work that these complexes are
functionally essential in Sp (cf. original cis-regulatory studies listed in
Table 1). What is not as transparent is the mechanistic meaning of the
Fig. 9. Cross-species recombineered BAC injections for four genes whose CRMs are analyzed here. For blimp1 and otx (A and C) the reporter came from the Sp library and was injected
into Lv zygotes; for brachyury and wnt8 (B and D) the BAC reporter containing the gene came from the Lv library and was injected into Sp zygotes. Although BAC reporters are
incorporated early and thus generally encompass a large portion of the expression territory of the exogenous gene, theymay still be mosaic. In all four cases the expression pattern of
the reporter lies within the normal territory at the developmental time indicated in the ﬁgures. See Table 4 for proportion expressing normally.
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CRMs. These are the position and the number of target sites for given
transcription factors, despite the very similar regulatory outputs that
the orthologous modules retain at the evolutionary distances here
considered.
This is not the place to elaborate upon the physical signiﬁcance of
target site multiplicity. Very brieﬂy, multiple target sites can be
considered to increase the probability of occupancy in the CRM by the
species of factor they recognize, at given ambient input concentration
or activity. In the usual case where the sites are widely scattered
within the CRM, the probability to a ﬁrst approximation will increase
linearly with the number of sites; in the case that there are
cooperative, homotypic interactions among the multiple sites, the
probability will increase more sharply as input activity rises. Either
way, multiple sites increase the responsiveness of the CRM to low
rising input factor concentration, the general project for CRMs as
regulatory state changes in development. This explains the very
frequent observation of multiple sites within CRMs for given factors,
particularly those that are not canonically high afﬁnity binders, and
also the plasticity in number of sites: the more sites the less the
quantitative importance of any one. But what is less obvious is how
multiple sites “move”within the small CRM, or how an additional site
for a particular factor (sometimes more than one additional site)
“appears”within the CRM, particularly within thematrix of conservedinter-site sequence; recall that the general average sequence
conservation in the Sp CRMs of this study is almost 90% despite the
50 million years since divergence. It cannot easily be excluded that
even at this level of constraint, the occurrence of random SNPs in the
huge number of germ cells over this long time, followed by selection,
would produce the observed result. But it remains puzzling that
changes in position without changes in number of sites, which by
simple principle should be neutral given the equal outputs of the
CRMs, are as common as they are. Another possible kind of
mechanism is discussed in the following.
In sum, we take the view that for the typically organized
developmental CRM in which the sites are dispersed across several
hundred bp, exempliﬁed by the evemodules and the Dorsal response
modules of Drosophila, or the sea urchin modules considered here as
well as scores of other examples (Davidson, 2006), there are no rules
of structure except two: the right species of site have to be present
within the module; and where there are factors that physically
interact as pairs, their sites will be proximal to one another. For these
modules, the design requirement is basically just clustering the right
types of input unto the relatively short module sequence in an
essentially unconstrained arrangement. That is what both studies of
orthologous module evolution, and studies of the similarly function-
ing CRMs of coordinately expressed differentiated gene batteries, are
telling us.
Fig. 10. A diagram of two possible mechanisms for the recruitment transcription factor
target sites based on the interaction between the protein factors. (A) A loop containing
one binding site is brought near the other through the protein interaction and the loop
is clipped by nonhomologous end joining (see text). A small circular DNA molecule is
also produced. (B) An alternative case where the short piece of DNA, possibly trimmed
by exonucleases near where the bound protein offers protection, is added through the
same double stranded nick invasion invoked in A.
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pointed out by Levine (Papatsenko and Levine, 2007), these more
resemble the very compact interferon “enhancosome” (Panne, 2008)
in which target sites are very closely packed with little inter-site
sequence. Here overall module organization is likely to be far more
constrained; since it is ultimately only the target sites that are
required to persist, and since these modules are basically composed of
adjacent target sites, the whole module sequence is conserved. In
addition as the interferon case shows in these tightly packed modules
the factors interact. By focusing a priori on sequence elements that
display extreme conservation across long phylogenetic distance,
vertebrate researchers preferentially consider the small minority of
CRMs that display the features of this unusually compact, and
unusually constrained type of CRM. But focusing instead on the
CRMs that do the regulatory work required to explain the develop-
mental activity of any given genes of interest, it becomes clear that
most such CRMs are of the ﬂexible, “non-architectural” sort
considered here and in the Drosophila cases. The common pattern of
conservation for these is that at modest distances the inter-site
sequence is conserved relative to the ﬂanking regions, possibly by
selective repression of occurrence of large indels, which account for
much of the divergence of non-selected ﬂanking sequence (Cameron
et al., 2005). But at greater distances, all computationally detectable
sequence conservation in these modules is lost; the only character
retained is identity of the target sites, which now often occur in
different positions with respect to one another (e.g. Hinman et al.,
2007; Wratten et al., 2006; Goltsev et al., 2007; Cameron et al., 2005,
and references therein). This of coursemeans that all that is ultimately
important in most developmental CRMs is the identity of the inputs.
Their extreme structural ﬂexibility is a major aspect of their
evolvability, whatever the mechanisms by which functional CRM
come into existence, alter their organization, and change their inputs.
Is there another way to view CRM site addition, site “movement” and de
novo CRM evolution?
At some level of improbability, depending on the assumptions, one
could explain by random mutational processes the occurrence since
divergence of the additional Tcf sites in the Lv sequence of the blimp1
early module portrayed in Fig. 1. But, as alluded to above, it is harder
to imagine this given that the Lv site “appears” abruptly in an
otherwise very tightly conserved stretch of sequence. It looks like it
had been inserted, possibly through a facilitated form of sequence
conversion. The following argument suggests a mechanism. Tran-
scription factors generally have three “valences”. They very tightly
and speciﬁcally intercalate into and bind DNA sequence; they interact
with off-the-DNA co-factors; and they sometimes may interact,
speciﬁcally and cooperatively, with other transcription factors, as in
the site pairs discussed above by us and in the cited Drosophila
studies. Suppose there is a site at which a transcription factor A is
bound, and that A is capable of forming a site pair A-B, though in the
particular location of the A site we are considering, there is no
adjacent or nearby B site. An interesting possibility now presents
itself: the “DNA valence” of factor B could cause it to bind tightly to a
site for its DNA recognition domain somewhere up the line, perhaps a
few kb away from the A site. But by their protein-protein valences, A
also binds to B, causing a DNA loop-over to preserve the inter-factor
interaction. The loop formed could be enzymatically clipped to
produce a linear fragment of DNA bound to B, and as in a nuclease
protection experiment, the DNA might be chewed back to the
protected part directly engaged by factor B. Or, after forming the A-
B complexwhere A is bound, B could trap an intra-nuclear fragment of
DNA containing its site; there seems to be a high complexity of intra-
nuclear DNA fragments at least in dividing cells (Stanﬁeld and
Helinski, 1976; Delap and Rush, 1978; Delap et al., 1978). In either
case a process of non-homologous double strand nick invasion(Pâques et al., 1998; Mansour et al., 2008; reviewed in Lieber, 2008)
could next result in the insertion of the B target site, plus more or less
ﬂanking sequence, in the immediate vicinity of the A site. Non-
homologous incorporation of linear DNA sequence must be an
extremely common event; for example 95% of sea urchin eggs into
which linear DNA is injected stably incorporate the concatenates
formed by the exogenous DNA into a blastomere genome. The result,
in our imaginary case, would be that a genomic regulatory change has
occurred such that what began as a site for A alone becomes a site for
A plus a site for B. Thus we might entertain the possibility that cis-
regulatory organization can be generated by mechanisms that
preferentially (i.e., beyond random processes) produce local clusters
of sites for factors that interact together. Factors that interact
physically are factors that function combinatorily in cis-regulatory
transcription complexes. A cartoon illustrating such a process is
shown in Fig. 10A. It is interesting in this light that every one of the
possible site additions (since divergence of Sp and Lv) that we see in
Fig. 9 involves sites that elsewhere in the same module are found in
essential site pairs, so we know that these sites can interact like A and
B in our hypothetical example.
We note that this kind of mechanism could also be responsible for
de novo assembly of functional cis-regulatory modules, beginning
anywhere an orphan site a given factor appears as a result of random
processes. It could lead preferentially in the direction of functional
clusters of target sites for interacting transcription factors (Fig. 10B).
The implication is that preferential transcription factor interaction is
the prior condition for cis-regulatory module assembly. It is also
required that the mechanisms imagined in Fig. 9 occur in germ line
cells, which in turn necessitates that a great variety of transcription
factors be expressed there. This is not unreasonable: hundreds of
transcription factors are found in the transcriptome of the growing
134 R.A. Cameron, E.H. Davidson / Developmental Biology 336 (2009) 122–135mouse oocyte for example (Pan et al., 2005; Su et al., 2007; Guo and
Robson, 2008). Space does not permit a discussion of the various
predictions that follow, nor of the consequences for evolutionary
theory. But it becomes increasingly clear that cis-regulatory modules
are capable of rapid structural change. Conventional argument based
entirely on random processes may not explain sufﬁciently either the
mechanism of observed cis-regulatory structural change over short
evolutionary distance, or the additions of new cis-regulatory appara-
tus, which over longer distances have dominated the evolution of
animal developmental programs.Acknowledgments
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